ABOUT THIS COLLECTION COUNTRY STUDIES DIGITAL
about this collection country studies digital
Contains the electronic versions of 80 books previously published in hard
copy as part of the Country Studies Series by the Federal Research
Division. Intended for a general audience, books in the series present a
description and analysis of the historical setting and the social, economic,
political ...
digital collections library of congress
Abdul-Hamid II Collection of Books and Serials Gifted to the Library of
Congress In 1884 Sultan Abdul-Hamid II gifted the Library of Congress
with a collection of Ottoman Turkish, Persian, Arabic works that he had
richly embossed with this inscription in English, French and Ottoman:...
american memory remaining collections
American Memory is a gateway to rich primary source materials relating
to the history and culture of the United States. The site offers more than 7
million digital items from more than 100 historical collections.
ufdc home all collection groups
The University of Florida Digital Collections (UFDC) hosts more than
300 outstanding digital collections, containing over 13 million pages,
covering over 78 thousand subjects in rare books, manuscripts, antique
maps, children's literature, newspapers, theses and dissertations, data sets,
photographs, oral histories, and more for permanent access and
preservation.
sovereign erotics a collection of two spirit literature
Sovereign Erotics: A Collection of Two-Spirit Literature (First Peoples:
New Directions in Indigenous Studies) 1st Edition
country and regional map sites perry casta eda map
Perry-CastaÃ±eda Library Map Collection Country and Regional Map
Sites
digital collections yad vashem
The Documents Archive. The online catalogue of documents from the
Yad Vashem Archives contains descriptions of 80 original collections
(record groups) from the corpus of documentation found in the Archives.
concertina library digital reference collection for
Ladies in the Wheatstone Ledgers: the Gendered Concertina in Victorian
England, 1835â€“1870 by Allan W. Atlas This study looks at the 978
women for whom there are 1,769 transactionsâ€”about 12% of the
totalâ€”recorded in nine extant Wheatstone & Co. sales ledgers that list
the firmâ€™s day-to-day sales from April 1835 to May 1870.
collections online australian institute of aboriginal
Search the collection We hold the world's largest collection dedicated to
Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures and histories.;
Collections online Unlock the stories of our past and present through our
Collections.; Using the collection There are many ways to use the
collection, and they don't all involve visiting us in Canberra.
troubled families case studies gov
By March 2014 the Troubled Families programme had helped turn
around the lives of nearly 40,000 families across the country. The case
studies here describe the impact of the programme on the lives ...
university archives libraries northwestern university
The Northwestern University Archives, established in 1935, houses
records, publications, photographs, and other materials pertaining to

every aspect of Northwesternâ€™s history, including the papers of
faculty, biographic information on Northwestern alumni, a complete run
of Daily Northwestern issues, a complete set of catalogs and bulletins
from each of the schools and 250,000 photographs.
discovery education digital textbooks and educational
Discovery Education ignites student curiosity and inspires educators to
reimagine learning with award-winning digital content and professional
development. Accelerate student achievement by capturing the minds and
imaginations of students. Visit us online and learn more!
america on the move national museum of american history
Collection. Learn more about the specific objects displayed in America
on the Move by purusing the records from the museum's collection.
Browse by topic, object type, date, or place.
the reading brain in the digital age the science of paper
The Reading Brain in the Digital Age: The Science of Paper versus
Screens. E-readers and tablets are becoming more popular as such
technologies improve, but research suggests that reading on paper ...

